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The motion of bosons of spin 0 and 1 in a Coulomb field is treated on the basis of the 16-row 
Kemmer representation. The integrals of the motion which completely classify the states 
are determined. The radial and the angular parts in the initial equation can be separated by 
employing the integrals of the motion and a set of projection operators. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE Kepler problem for a vector particle was dis
cussed in papers by a number of authorsCi-iJ. How
ever, it cannot be said that this problem is solved 
with the same simplicity and elegance as in the 
case of a spin or particle [5]. In particular, Gunn' s 
paperC3J is devoted to the investigation of the 
Kepler problem for the vector meson by means of 
the Tamm -Sakata-Taketani matrix formalism [i]. 
Utilizing the explicit representation of the spin ma
trices the author seeks the solution in the form of 
an expansion in terms of spin-angle functions. For 
the radial parts a system of four second -order 
equations is obtained which is then reduced to a 
system of two second-order equation. An asym
ptotic investigation of the solutions of these equa
tions was carried out by Case[4J. 

In our opinion a discussion of the Kepler prob
lem can be carried out considerably more simply 
in the Kemmer representation. Here there exists 
a well developed theory of the projection opera
tors [S] which elucidates the structure of the wave 
function. 

1. MATRICES, THE WAVE EQUATION, INTEGRALS 
OF THE MOTION 

Two commuting groups of 16-row Dirac matrices 
YJJ. and YJJ. 

(1) 

provide the possibility of constructing two "orthog
onal" groups of Kemmer matrices {3~±) 

-
~'"<±> = 11z(V~t + V~t) 

with the properties 

~lt(±)~v(±)~~(±) + P~(±)Pv(±)~lt(±) = ll~tvP~(±) + llv~~lt(±), 
P~t(±)~"(±) + Pv<'~'lP~ti-F) - ll~tv = ~lt(±)~v\-F) + ~(±)~/F) = 0. (2) 
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The matrices {3~±) are 16-row reducible Kem
mer representations which can be decomposed 
into irreducible ones-a 10-row, a 5-row and a 
trivial one-row representation. These represen
tations for {3 ~+> can be explicitly picked out by 
means of the operator 
fP (10 X 10) = (il/2 - 16) (M + 2) (M- 6) I 192, 

fP(5 X 5) = M"(M + 4) (M- 2) (M- 6) I 128, 

fP (1 X 1) = M(M2 - 4) (M- 4) I 384, 

~ 

M = ~ R'", R'" = + (2~~>2 - I) (without summation). 
~t=1 (3) 

Thus, the Kemmer equation 

(4) 

(pJl. = -i8/8xJJ., All- is the potential of the external 
electromagnetic field) describes the interaction of 
a pseudo scalar particle-the ( 5 x 5) representa
tion-and of a vector particle-the ( 10 x 10) repre
sentation-with the electromagnetic field. 

The wave function I{! contains the noncanonical 
part 1/!L = f3t>21{! which is related to the canonical 
part 1/!T = f3t> 21{! (f3t>2 + f3t> 2 = I) by the relation 

'i'L = (i I m) (p<+>, P)'i'T· 

Eliminating 1/!L from (4) we obtain 

W'iJT 1 at = H'iJT, 

where 

Equation (5) coincides with the Tamm-Sakata
Taketani equation [4]. 

(5) 

(6) 

The case of spin 0. Separating from (5) by the 
operator fP ( 5 x 5) the 5 -row representation and 
utilizing the relations 

fP(5 X 5)p4<+>2pi<±lpk(±) = 1/2(/ +Ro)6ik.afl(5 X 5)p~<+l2, 

(7) 
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where R0 = R 1R 2R 3, Rij = I, we obtain for the sta
tionary states 

(1/z(I + Ro)P2 + m2 - m~4<+>j)<D = 0, 

<D = fP (5 X 5)'1jJT, f=E-eAo. (8) 

Equation (8) is easily reduced to the Klein
Gordon equation for the function <I> 1 = Y2 (I+ R0 )<I>: 

(p2 + mz- f)<D1 = 0, 

(9) 

The solutions of (9) for a Coulomb field are inves
tigated in [?]. 

The case of spin 1. For a vector particle utiliz
ing _q<) ( 10 x 10) we obtain 

ifJ(_q<)0'1jJ)/ot = m-1 ~4<+>( ((i<+>, P) 2 + m2 + me~4<+>Ao) .Vl'o'lj), 

(10) 

where 

f?o = _q<)o2 = fP (10 X 10) ~.<+>2 = 1/4(3- R0(M- R4)). 

(11) 

The operator .'fcl0 provides for the wave function if! 
only the canonical components associated with 
spin 1. 

For the stationary states in a Coulomb field 
(A= 0, A 0 = Ze/x), Eq. (10) reduces to the form 

( ((i<+>, p) z + m2- m~4<+>f) f?o'ljl =' 0. 

Compatible integrals of motion will be 

J2, lz, A= K(K +I); 

J = (L + S) _q<)o, K = (SL +I) f?o, 

L = [:xp], s = -i[ji(±>, ~(±>]. 

(12) 

(14) * 

The wave function _q<)0if! from (12) can be chosen 
as the eigenfunction of the integrals (13) with the 
eigenvalues j ( j + 1), m, and A respectively. 

In order to find the eigenvalues of the operator 
K we utilize the identity 

K(K(K +I)- J2) = 0, 

from which it follows that k = j, - j -1, 0. The 
last value can occur for any j ;r= 0, and this is 
related to the triangle relation for angular mo
menta; A = j ( j + 1 ) or zero (for arbitrary j ;r= 0 ) . 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF STATES 

We examine in greater detail the properties of 
the spin-angle functions. The spin functions are 
defined by the equations 

SZX.sf.' = s(s + i)X•I'• (15) 

*[xp] = x x p. 

for a givens, -s ~ iJ. ~ +s. In the 10-row repre
sentation the spin functions contain three times 
the irreducible representation of the rotation group 
D1 and one representation D0• The function _q<)oif! 
contains only two representations D1 which are 
separated by the operators Y2 (I+ R0 ). We shall 
henceforth be interested only in these irreducible 
representations 

(16) 

The spin-angle functions have the form (to re
duce the amount of writing we omit the indices m 
and 1) 

'¥z/±) = '¥z~~~ =~.(lim- 1111 lim) Yzm-f.'Xlf.'(±l. (17) 
Jl. 

The column matrices lf!tj) have only three nonvan
ishing components in the region defined by the op
erators Y2 (I+ R0 )_q<) 0• From the relation for the 
angular momenta[6] 

J2 = (L2 + 2K) _q<)o (18) 

it follows that the eigenvalues are k = Y2 ( j ( j + 1) 
-Z(l+1)). The eigenvalues A and l are equal to: 

'A - f 0, l = j =I= 0, 
- tj(i+1), l=j+i. (19) 

Thus, for A= 0 and for fixed j and m there ex
ists only one function 'l~Jjl, while for A= j ( j + 1) 
there exist two functions: 'l~J~Lj and '11\!Lj· 

We examine the properties of these ~unctions. 
From the relations 

(K + 1/z(I + Ro)) ~x<+>2 f?o = ~x<->2 (K + 1/2(I- Ro)) PPo, 

(20) 

(K + 1/z(I- Ro)) ~)-l2 f?o = ~)+)Z(K + 1/z(/ + Ro) )_q<)o 
(21) 

we obtain 
[A, (ix(±)Z] = 0. (22) 

Moreover, since rA±)2 commute with J2 and Jz, 

together with 'll~j l the functions ,B~+> 2 '1l~j l and 

,B~-> 2 '1l~jl are also eigenfunctions of the operators 

J2, Jz and A with the same eigenvalues j, m 
and /\. 

a) The case A. = 0: 

(23) 

Taking (20) into account we find that a<+> = 0, 
a<-> = 1. In a similar manner one can also obtain 
relations for 'lljt. Thus, we have 

(24) 
~x(±)Z '¥i/"') = '¥jj\-F), 
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As noted previously, the functions >¥lj') represent 

three-dimensional vectors. The geometrical mean- where 
ing of the operators ({3<•>n) 2 and ({3<->n) 2 (n is a 

(D+ +D-) :!foo = J2 - A, (28) 

(29) 
classical unit vector) is that they separate from >¥ 
respectively the parts which are transverse and 
longitudinal with respect to the vector n [s]; from 
equations (24) it follows that >¥jj> contains only the 

vector parallel to x, while >¥jt contains only the 
vector perpendicular to x. 

b) The case i\ = j(j+1). In this case we can set 

'(+) (+) <+> 
~x<+>2 1¥i-1, i = a"'l'j-1, i + b1¥i+1, i, 

taking into account the orthogonality of the 
matrices 13<•> and {3<-> and the relations 

(J2-A):!foo'l' =iU+ 1)ff'o'l', 

we obtain 

(112(I- Ro) p2 + m2 - m~.<+>J) :!fooljl = 0. 

Eliminating the matrix R0 in exactly the same 

(30) 

(31) 

(25) manner as in (8) we obtain 

Taking into account (20) and the fact that ({3r> 2 ) 2 

= 13};>2 we obtain 

a= j/ (2j + 1), 

d = (j + 1) I (2j + 1), ad- be= 0. 

The last relation shows that the functions f3};> 2 >¥j~1 ,j 

and f3J;> 2>¥j:>l,j are linearly independent. The 

f (+) d (+) b h phases o 'llj-l,j an 'llj+l,j can e soc osen as 
to have 

b = c = (2j + 1)-1[j(j + 1)J'i'. 

Thus, we obtain 

A (+)2 lTr .<+) . - u·1 (J' + 1) ]1/2 A (+)2 m\+) . 
t'X T J-1, J - t'X T J+1, J 

~x(-)2 1¥~~1. j = - [ (j + 1) fir'· ~x(-)2 w j<tl. j 

= [ U + 1) I C 2i + 1) l w j<-!"1. j 

- (2j + 1)-1 u u + 1) r'· 'Mt>1, jo 

We state the analogous relations for >¥it 
~x<+>2 w~=>1. j = [ U + 1) I ir'' ~x<+>2 w~+~. j 

= W + 1) I ( 2i + 1) l w j<:="l, j 

+ (2i + 1)-1 UU + 1)F· wj~L. 
~x<->2 wf=l. i =-UIU + 1)r'· ~x<->2 wf+L i 

(26) 

= Ul (2i + 1)] wj::.~. j- (2i + 1)-1 u u + 1H1• w~;1, i· 
(27) 

3. SEPARATION OF THE VARIABLES IN THE 
WAVE EQUATION 

a) The case i\ = 0. We apply to (12) the oper
ator 

(p2- f2 + m2)<D2 = 0, (32) 

where 

<D1, 2 = 1l2 (I+ Ro) :!foo'iJ; 

the complete solution for i\ = 0 will be given by 

(33) 

Thus, the vector meson in the state with i\ = 0 
(the spin-orbit interaction is absent) in a Coulomb 
field behaves in almost the same manner as a 
scalar particle with l = j, but which has no s
state. 

b) The case i\ = j ( j + 1). In this case the spin
orbit interaction is very strong, and states with 
parallel and anti -parallel combinations of angular 
momenta are mixed. As has been pointed out ear
lier, the functions {3~±)2 '11Fj-l,j and {3~±}2'11j+l,j dif
fer only by a numerical factor, and one can hope 
that (12) can be simplified by the separation of the 
wave function by the operators {3~±> 2 • This leads 
us to the system 

( ( -ixp - (3 + Ro) I 2) (K + 1l2 (I+ Ro)) - m~<t> fx2) '1'1 

+ (m2x2 + j(j + 1) )'1'2 = 0, 
( (xp)2- ixp +I+ Ro + m2x2)ljl1 + ( (ix:p- (I+ R0 ) 12) (K 

+ 1I2(I- Ro))- m~<t>fx2 )lJl2 = 0, 

lPi, 2 = ~<:J;l2 :!fooljl. (34) 

Eliminating lj!2 from this system we obtain the 
equation 

(Di + RoFi + <pu (K + 1/2(I- Ro)) ~i+> )ljl1 = 0, (35) 

Di = (xp)2- ixp +I+ j(j + 1) + (m2- f2)x2 
-2(m2x2 + j(j +1))-1j(j + 1) (ixp + 3l2), 

F; = (m2x2 + j(j + 1) )-im2x2, 

(j)ij = m-1f'x- 2(m2x2 + j(j + 1) )-imfx2. (36) 

By means of the projection operators Y2 (I± R0 ) 
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Eq. (35) can again be reduced to the system 
(lf}±) =%(I± Ro)lfi): 

(D; + F;)'¢1<+> + 'P1i K~,<+>'¢1<-> = 0, 

(D;- F;)'¢1<-> + 1P1;(K + /) ~,<+>¢1<+> = 0. (37) 

For the state with j = 0, taking into account (26) 
and (27), we obtain ~Pt> = 0, while for lfit> we ob
tain the equation 

(~ ~(r-~)-~+F-m2 )¢1<+>=0, 
x2 ax ax X 

'¢1<+> = <I> ( x) 'I' to<+>; (38) 

this is the Klein-Gordon equation with l = 1. 
For j ~ 0 the system (37) can be put into a 

more symmetric form by introducing the new 
functions 11>1 = [j(j+1)]112 ¢t> and 11>2 = K.Bt>~Pt>: 

'Pi = u (j + 1) ]''• IJ)1j· (39) 

Here the angle and the radial parts are separated: 

Wt,z = R1,2[(2j + 1)/i]''• ~.,<+>2 '1';-1. ;, 

while the factor [ ( 2j + 1 )/ j J 112 has been introduced 
for normalization. The equations for the radial 
functions have the form 

(D; + F;)Rt + <p;Rz = 0, (D;- F;)Rz + <p;Rt = 0. (40) 

We determine the form of the radial functions near 
theorigin. For x-0 (G=x(R2 -R1), 
H = x(R2 -R1)): 

H-+ x-'1• exp ( +iax-'"), 

a = 2 (Ze2 / m) '/, (j (j + 1) )''•. (41a) 

The functions (41) with +a are not suitable in 
view of their strong divergence at zero; the func
tions (41) with -a and (41a) are quadratically in
tegrable at the origin. The solution is a linear 
combination of three particular solutions. The 
requirement that functions belonging to different 
values of the energy should be orthogonal removes 
one constant [4]. It is possible that the condition 
that the wave function should vanish at infinity will 
remove the last constant. 

Thus, the number of boundary conditions is 
greater than in the analogous problem for a spinor 
particle. 

The authors are grateful to A. A. Borgardt for 
discussions of the results of this paper and for 
valuable remarks. 
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